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e-bulletin issue 5 – September 2009 

 
Message from your Centre Director 
 
After a year, the Centre for Cognitive Ageing and Cognitive Epidemiology is now an 
important focus at the University of Edinburgh and for the institutions (including 
MRC Units and Centres) who have members within our Centre. This has happened 
for exactly the reasons that were given for in the application for the Centre. In 
knowledge transfer, researchers qua Centre members have been asked to present, 
for example, at the UK’s science festivals, to lay ageing groups, to schools, and to 
prestigious international conferences. In capacity building, the University of 
Edinburgh came to the Centre for help with the compiling of new PhD programmes, 
for example, to BBSRC and the Wellcome Trust. The Centre led on the whole-
University of Edinburgh brainstorming on ageing to meet the expected call from the 
research councils. With regard to translation and industrial collaboration, the 
Centre has made presentations to large pharmaceutical organisations with an 
interest in cognitive ageing. In research training, the Centre has new modules and 
courses in place and planned to train the next generation of scientists in cognitive ageing and cognitive 
epidemiology. Centre identity has also been enjoyed and enhanced by our having: shared core staff; new 
whole-Centre meetings; new Centre subgroup meetings; Centre-led courses; small sums for pilot studies; 
meetings, including meetings with other Centres and Units, at which we attend as Centre members per 
se. The foundation upon which other aspects of Centre success grows is the scientific output. When we 
put together—for the Scientific Advisory Committee’s visit in September—the list of publications that the 
Centre’s members had produced in 2008-2009 related to the Centre’s aims, there were 273 papers! The 
Scientific Advisory Committee’s report was very positive, including the opinion that:  
 

“Professor Deary and his colleagues have produced an impressive performance so far 
and this looks set to continue. The breadth of collaboration across a wide variety of 
disciplines, including clinical colleagues, is highly commendable and already yielding an 
important output.” 

 
At the end of this first year the Centre is pretty much in place. The Research Council-funded Centre’s 
Core staff are appointed and busy: the Researcher/Scientific Administrator (Dr Beverly Roberts); the 
Bioinformatician/Geneticist (Dr Sarah Harris); the Statistician (Dr Michael Allerhand); the Database 
Manager (Mr David Liewald); the Human Testing Technician (Mr Jack Nissan); the Brain Imaging 
Development Technician (Ms Natalie Royle); and the Statistical Geneticist (Dr Andy McLeod). Miss Sarah 
Caughey has recently been appointed as Animal Testing Technician and will start in January 2010. The 
University of Edinburgh-funded staff are also appointed too: the Administrative Secretary (Mrs Anna Sim); 
and the Knowledge Transfer Officer (Dr Robin Morton). The University has made other key appointments 
as described in the application, especially Professor Alasdair MacLullich to the Chair of Geriatric 
Medicine, and Professor Neil Roberts to a Chair in Medical Physics and Imaging Science. 
 
From its beginning the Centre has made sense, and seemed like a natural entity. It is much appreciated by 
its members. It is well-understood by people outside. It is doing more good work than before. It has been a 
good start. But it’s just the start. The first year saw the combination of building the Centre—appointing staff, 
fitting out its offices, and planning its yearly cycle—and establishing the Centre as a vibrant and useful new 
entity at the University of Edinburgh. Now you, the members, must use the Centre: its core staff, its pilot 
funds, its network of collaborations, and its prestige. When you apply for grants, write papers, organise 
meetings, invite visitors speakers, conduct knowledge transfer activities, appoint new postgraduates, etc., 
remember that the Centre can help. And you will be helping to strengthen the Centre by involving it to 
enhance your own research activities. 
 
Most of all, I want to thank the Centre Co-Directors, Group Leaders, Members, Associate Members, Core 
Staff (I must especially mention Beverly and Anna) and other helpers and supporters for contributing a lot 
toward making our first year such a good one. 
 

Ian Deary 
September 2009 
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News 
 
Second Annual CCACE Research Day 

To mark the start of the second year of the 
CCACE, the Centre held its Annual 
Research Day on 10

th
 September. The 

afternoon began with an update from the 
Centre Director. This was followed by a 
distinguished invited lecture by one of the 
CCACE External Advisory Committee: 
Professor Mike Owen. The lecture 
concerned the genetic contributions to 
schizophrenia and related illnesses. 
Following this, there were short updates on 
the progress of each of the Centre’s 
research groupings and empirical 
presentations by members of each Centre 
grouping. Finally, there were presentations 
by 3 of the Centre’s Core Staff. The day 
concluded with a wine reception and poster 
meeting. The afternoon was a great success 
with many more non-centre researchers 
attending the afternoon than last year. It is a 
great forum for Centre members to 
showcase their research to a wide audience. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Opening of Euan MacDonald Centre (EMC) for Motor Neurone Disease Research and PhD funding 
A new centre for research into motor neurone disease was opened in August by HRH The Prince Philip, 
Duke of Edinburgh and the Chancellor of the University. The Chancellor met with leading scientists and 
unveiled a plaque marking the 
official opening of the centre. The 
centre brings together basic 
neuroscience and clinical 
research. Dr Sharon Abrahams 
(CCACE member) and Dr Thomas 
Bak (Department of Psychology) 
are leading members of the 
clinical research team, which 
investigates the 
neuropsychological and cerebral 
changes in motor neurone 
disease. Professor Siddharthan 
Chandran (Head of Neurology and 
an expert in stem cell research) 
has been appointed as the new 
Director. 
 
CCACE is funding one PhD studentship in collaboration with the Euan MacDonald Centre. Lewis Pettit 
started his training in September and will be investigating executive dysfunction, speed of information 
processing and white matter changes in motor neurone disease. He is supervised by Dr Sharon Abrahams 
and Dr Mark Bastin who are both CCACE members. 
 
Members of the Maastricht Aging Study visit the CCACE 
On the 13th and 14th of July the Centre was visited by Martin van Boxtel, one of the senior researchers 
from the Maastricht Ageing Study. Also visiting was Olga Schiepers--a PhD student of Martin's--who will 
visit the Centre for a few months at the start of 2010 to engage in collaborative research with the Lothian 
Birth Cohort studies. Martin and Olga gave an excellent and well-attended talk, which brought out the clear 
parallels between the Maastricht and Lothian studies of ageing, cognition and health. We shall benefit from 
this new collaboration. 
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Collaboration with the MRC Centre for Causal Analyses in Translational Epidemiology (CAiTE) 
In June Professor George Davey-Smith, Director of the CAiTE which 
is based in Bristol, invited the CCACE to form a formal collaboration. A 
number of members of the CCACE already have strong collaborative 
links with the CAiTE and so it was the wish of Professor Davey-Smith 
and our Director, Professor Ian Deary, that both Centres make formal 
links. It is hoped that this agreement will encourage new links between 
the Edinburgh and Bristol team. 

 
CCACE invited to join the Scottish Government Cross-Party Group on Older People Age and Ageing 
The Centre is working hard on developing a portfolio of policy initiatives. As part of this the Centre now has 
representation on the Cross-Party Group on Older People, Age and Aging. Centre Scientific Manager, 
Beverly Roberts and Knowledge Transfer Officer, Robin Morton attended the most recent meeting at the 
Scottish Parliament on 9

th
 September. The group, convened by Sandra White MSP and George Foulkes 

MSP, was enthusiastic to hear more about the Centre's work. They have invited Centre Director, Ian 
Deary, to speak at the next meeting. 
 

Teaching/Training  
 
CCACE Cognitive Ageing and Cognitive Epidemiology MSc module 
Teaching for the CCACE Cognitive Ageing and Cognitive Epidemiology MSc module began for the second 
year on 22

nd
 September with an introductory lecture from our Centre Director, Professor Ian Deary. The 

module has proved to be extremely popular with twice the amount of students registered on the course 
compared to last year! More than 40 people have attended the first lectures this year. Thanks to all the 
CCACE members who teach on this module. 
 
Introduction to R Programming short course 
Centre statistician, Dr Mike Allerhand, ran his Introduction to R Programming short course for the first time 
in August. The course was extremely popular and filled within days of being advertised! Mike is now 
running more courses to cope with the huge demand from Centre members, University of Edinburgh staff 
and external researchers. This shows the added value of the Centre and how important the skills of Centre 
staff are for the wider scientific community. 
 
First CCACE school work experience student 

Claudia Trainer, a 5th year school student from George Heriots School, 
attended a work experience placement for one week in June. The 
placement was organised by CCACE Associate Member Dr Lorna 
Houlihan. Claudia was keen to learn about the Disconnected Mind 
project as she would like to pursue a scientific career after school. To 
encourage this Lorna arranged for Claudia to visit various CCACE 
members to experience a range of scientific research environments 
such as laboratory work, imaging studies, human testing and 
computational work. She also experienced different departments such 
as psychology, neuroscience, medical genetics and medicine. Claudia 
found the experience extremely enjoyable saying that she has "done 
far more things than she ever hoped to have the chance to do". 
CCACE members found this a positive experience and CCACE hopes 
to host further schoolwork experience students in the future. 

 
Claudia Trainer (left) and CCACE member Dr Lorna Houlihan who 
organised the placement. 
 

 
Invited Talks 
CCACE Director invited to talk to the University of the Third Age 
Ian Deary was invited to address the University of the Third Age’s UK National Conference in September. 
His talk was entitled “How intelligence affects life and vice versa”. He drew a large crowd, filling both the 
lecture theatre and the overspill theatre and received excellent feedback from the members. 
 
Howe of Fife Rotary Group 
CCACE Scientific Administrator, Beverly Roberts, was invited to give a talk on cognitive ageing and 
cognitive epidemiology to the Howe of Fife Rotary Group in September. The talk was well received by the 
group with Rotary members showing great enthusiasm for the topic and the work of the Centre. 
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Publications and press coverage: a small selection from the Centre’s recent large output 
 
Facial symmetry and cognition 

For a week in early August the work of 
one CCACE member drew a great deal 
of press interest. Dr Lars Penke 
published a paper, “Symmetric faces 
are a sign of successful cognitive 
ageing”, in the journal Evolution and 
Human Behaviour. Based on data from 
the Lothian Birth Cohort 1921 study, his 
work suggested that individuals with 
more symmetrical faces were more 
likely to maintain their cognitive ability in 
later life. The story was covered by 
more than twenty national and 
international news and radio outlets, 
culminating in a front page article in the 
Metro newspaper and an interview by 
BBC Radio Scotland. 
 
 
 

 
Lower IQ and heart disease 
A popular news story in July was also the result of work from a CCACE member. Dr David Batty (group 
leader for the Cognitive Epidemiology research team) published an article in the European Heart Journal 
that asked the question “does IQ explain socio-economic differentials in total and cardiovascular disease 
mortality?” Findings from the study were covered by a number of national and international news stories. 
One major reporter of this study was the BBC news team.  

 
New appointments 
Clinical Training Fellowship 
Dr Alixe Kilgour was awarded the CCACE clinical training fellowship. To create a post that would be most 
attractive to clinicians, the CCACE training fellowship was linked to the ECAT scheme. ECAT is the 
Edinburgh Clinical Academic Track scheme and it was designed by Professor Iredale and Professor 
Walker to provide a run-through training programme which would encompass a PhD and clinical training for 
aspiring academic clinicians. By linking the CCACE clinical fellowship to this scheme it allows Alixe to 
attend ECAT talks and guidance meetings etc. Her timeline of training also mirrors the ECAT trainees. 
However, as the funding comes from the CCACE, Alixe’s research will specifically be in cognitive ageing. 
Alixe took up the fellowship in August. 
 
Knowledge Transfer Officer 
Dr Robin Morton began his appointment as CCACE Knowledge Transfer Officer on 1

st
 September 2009. 

Robin is based in room F4 in 7 George Square. The position is part time with Robin working for the CCACE 
on a Monday and Tuesday and half day Friday. Robin’s main remit is to maintain all aspects of CCACE 
media relations, monitor and update the CCACE website, maintain the visibility of the CCACE by preparing 
written and graphic material for scientific, lay, policy making and industrial audiences, and prepare and 
evaluate educational and informative materials about cognition, ageing and health for school children. 
Where you previously contacted Beverly Roberts for many of these aspects, please now contact Robin 
(robin.morton@ed.ac.uk). 
 
Genetic Statistician 
Dr Andy MacLeod was appointed to the position of CCACE Genetic Statistician from 1

st
 September 2009. 

Andy will split his time between Professor David Porteous’ genetic team at the Western General Hospital 
and 7 George Square where he will work under the supervision of Professor Ian Deary on the LBC data. 
Andy has skills that can assist CCACE members with the analysis and interpretation of statistical genetics 
data for both human and animal cohort studies, compile reports and data presentations based on 
appropriate statistical methods, develop project analysis plans including statistical analysis plans, and 
verify statistical genetics programmes, results and data sets used in technical and research documents.  
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Animal Testing Technician 
Miss Sarah Caughey has recently been recruited as the Centre’s Animal Testing Technician. She will take 
up her post in January 2010 once she has completed her PhD on the neuroendocrine control of maternal 
behaviour in rats. Sarah will be based at the New Royal Infirmary Edinburgh under the daily supervision of 
Professor Alasdair MacLullich and Dr Joyce Yau. Throughout her studies Sarah has gained skills in 
behavioural testing, rodent handling, perfusions, and rodent surgery. These skills will be available to all 
CCACE members to assist with any animal studies they wish to carry out. 
 
Using the CCACE core staff 
The Centre has now recruited all ten of its core staff. These are: 

 

Support staff 

Scientific Administrator/Researcher: Dr Beverly Roberts, 7 George Square (beverly.roberts@ed.ac.uk) 

Administrative secretary: Mrs Ann Sim, 7 George Square (anna.sim@ed.ac.uk) 

Knowledge Transfer Officer: Dr Robin Morton, 7 George Square (robin.morton@ed.ac.uk) 

Database Manager: Mr Dave Liewald, 7 George Square (dave.liewald@ed.ac.uk)) 

 

Scientific staff 

Statistician: Dr Mike Allerhand, 7 George Square (michael.allerhand@ed.ac.uk) 

Geneticist: Dr Sarah Harris, Western General Hospital/7 George Square (sarah.harris@hgu.mrc.ac.uk) 

Genetic Statistician: Dr Andy MacLeod, Western General Hospital/7 George Square 

(andrew.macleod@ed.ac.uk) 

 

Technical staff 

Human Testing Technician: Mr Jack Nissan, 7 George Square (jack.nissan@ed.ac.uk) 

Brain Imaging Development Technician: Miss Natalie Royle, Western General Hospital 

(nat.royle@ed.ac.uk) 

Animal Development Technician: Miss Sarah Caughey, New Royal Infirmary Edinburgh (email account still 

to be assigned) 

 

The final four core staff brochures are currently being produced; CCACE members will receive these in the 

coming weeks and they will complete your set of ten brochures. If you have a project or grant application 

that would benefit from the skills offered by any of the CCACE core staff their contact details can be found 

on the back of the brochures. 

 
Dates for your diary 
The Centre is hosting a number of seminars in the coming weeks. These are: 

 

23
rd

 October 2009, 9.30-11am, room B21, 7 George Square 

Professor Tom Bouchard, Director of Minnesota Center for Twin and Adoption Research 

Genetics round table discussion, “From conception to old age: Genetic influences across the lifespan”. 

 

20
th
 November 2009, 2.30pm, Gaddum Lecture Theatre, 1 George Square 

Professor Adam Zeman, Professor of Cognitive and Behavioural Neurology, Peninsula Medical School 

“Building bridges between psychology, neurology and psychiatry”. 

 

CCACE Special St Andrew’s Day Lecture 

30
th
 November 2009, 5pm, F21, 7 George Square 

Professor Robert Plomin, Professor of Behavioural Genetics, Institute of Psychiatry; and Director of the 

MRC Centre for Social, Genetic and Developmental Psychiatry. He will talk on, “The Genetics of Learning 

Abilities and Disabilities”. 

 

Contact and news 
If you have any news, planned events, new research grants, new prominent research papers, or media 

coverage of your work—or anything you want to tell us about—then please send the details to Robin 

Morton (robin.morton@ed.ac.uk) and we shall include it in a future Centre Newsletter. Please note that 

this is a different contact from previous newsletters. With the newsletter, Robin has taken over the 

management of all CCACE knowledge exchange activities including the CCACE website, school outreach 

programmes, press liaison for CCACE members, and policy issues so please send details on any of these 

topics to Robin and not Beverly Roberts. Beverly (beverly.roberts@ed.ac.uk) now manages science 

related tasks only including grants and funding, CCACE seminars, cross-Centre meetings, conferences 

and research meetings, and CCACE teaching. 


